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When "I" Replaced "We" Even Illness Becomes Wellness  

 

Yes! We try to stand beside them, 

We try to give a little hapiness,  

We try to make them smile for a while....  

 

Maybe we can't erease their pain, 

but can try to reduce the same ...!  

 

Maybe we can't change the world, 

But try to change the society and  

We can groom the new generation.  

with Kindness, love, care n empathy...!  

 

Yes! We try to stand beside them... 

And we will stand beside them ...! 

 
 

On 31st March 2023, Friday - we visited Ashraya Seva Trust which was organized by our 

college - KSSEM. 

It was one of the most heart touching experiences in our life. All students were 

involved by heart and participated actively in making this initiative successful.  

Prof. Rupa Chatterjee Das Ma’am is the mentor of ISR (Individual Social 

Responsibilities) club, and she took the main role in guiding all of us for making this 

program successful. 



                                                 
 

We students also gave our hundred percent and involved ourselves accordingly. We all 

were happy and touched that we got this kind of opportunity to participate and learnt 

many things as well. 

 

As guided my Rupa Ma’am, we arranged an engagement program for elderly people over 

there and few girl students from our class started the program with a beautiful group 

song. Later, Prof. Sreedhar N Sir, our class teacher, performed short acts with our 

students and act-mimicry of Dr. Rajkumar in the program. Sir’s acting was so thrilling that 

all became happy and enjoyed the moment a lot. Rupa ma’am sang a devotional song which 

made the environment different and emotional.   

 

  

We students and teachers interacted with elderly people closely so that they can feel 

friendly and comfortable with all of us. We were also becoming family members for 

that moment with all of them. We cannot change their life, but we can stand beside 

them, able to give them little happiness and company for few moments. Life is not so 

easy, so many challenges people need to face day by day we got an idea after visiting 

this, Trust.  



                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Along with our visit, we had provided vegetables, fruits, grocery items, snacks items, 

Bed Sheets, Water Bottles, Sarees, Shirts, health drinks etc. which we all students and 

faculties contributed from our end for all elderly people in the trust.  

 

 donated the items for providing them little more support and wished they should stay 

happy and healthy forever.  

 



We thank our MBA department and lectures for showing us and teaching us the value of 

our parents and elderly people in our life. This program brought a very good positive 

vibes in our life. Made us more practical, helped to build a positive thought in our mind 

as well. Also, we would like to like to thank our lectures for giving us this kind opportunity 

where we can participate and learn many things and become a good human being in future 

for our society.  

 

 
 

 

 

Prof. Rupa Chatterjee Das         Dr. Shekar H S              Director/Principal 

Club Mentor & Coordinator      Head of the Department     Dr. K Rama Narasimha 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


